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Abstract:  

 

Purpose: This article aims to analyze the evolution of cyber threats in maritime transport, 

highlighting the increasing vulnerability of this sector to a variety of cyber attacks in the era 

of growing on advanced technologies. 

Design/Methodology/Approach: The study employs a comprehensive literature review, 

analysis of industry reports, and data from real-world incidents related to cybersecurity in 

maritime transport. 

Findings: The research identifies a range of cyber attacks affecting maritime transport, from 

phishing and ransomware to more sophisticated methods. It reveals that these cyber threats 

pose significant challenges to maritime safety. The study also highlights the evolving nature 

of these threats and the increasing sophistication of cyber attackers. 

Practical Implications: Article underscores the need for enhanced awareness and 

preparedness among maritime professionals to mitigate the risks associated with these cyber 

threats. 

Originality/Value: This article contributes to the existing body of knowledge by providing a 

detailed analysis of the diverse forms of cyber attacks in maritime transport and their 

implications. It offers valuable insights into the current state of maritime cybersecurity. The 

article highlights that cyber security in maritime transport is a critical aspect that requires 

constant attention and adaptation to rapidly changing threats. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Maritime transport, the core of global trade exchange, has evolved over centuries, 

adapting to dynamically changing economic, political, and technological conditions 

(Xu et al., 2020; UNCTAD, 2021). The contemporary era of globalization, which 

has redefined the shape of international trade, has made maritime navigation 

essential for maintaining the continuity of global supply chains (Grzelakowski et al., 

2022; Zampeta and Chondrokoukis, 2022; 2023). 

 

Technological advances have influenced the way the maritime industry operates 

today, and technological evolution in the maritime industry has brought enormous 

benefits and made maritime transport more efficient. Technologies such as remote 

cargo monitoring, advanced energy management systems, and automation of various 

onboard operations have made cargo transportation more efficient. These systems, 

based on real-time data, enable maritime enterprises to optimize routes, reduce 

emissions and maximize operational efficiency. 

 

However, as in many other sectors, technological development has brought new 

challenges in terms of transport security (De Liso and Zamparini, 2022). Ships 

equipped with modern technologies become attractive targets for hackers, and even 

minor interference in ship navigation can lead to serious accidents, collisions, and 

threaten human safety (Akpan et al., 2022).  

 

Moreover, the maritime sector, including ports and terminals generates and 

processes vast amounts of data, which are attractive targets for cyber criminals. 

Information about transport routes, cargoes, and financial data can be used for 

criminal purposes (Visky et al., 2022; Grima et al., 2023). 

 

Cyber security has become one of the most significant threats to the maritime 

industry today, with serious implications for its functioning (Naserinejad et al., 

2021). Cyber attacks on the maritime sector have become more advanced with 

increasingly severe consequences. Operational disruptions and theft of sensitive data 

can lead to significant financial losses (Punt et al., 2023; McGillivary, 2018).  

 

Therefore, understanding and managing cybersecurity in maritime transport is an 

important issue (Kapalidis, 2020). It is also important to note that cyberattacks can 

have various origins. They can be the result of actions by competing companies, 

third countries or even individual hackers. Motivations can vary - from industrial 

espionage, sabotage, to the desire to cause harm, and existing security measures 

often do not keep up with rapidly developing techniques of cybercriminals, requiring 

continuous updating and innovation in strategic management. 

 

The importance of cyber security in maritime transport has been emphasized by 

numerous international and industry organizations, which have developed guidelines 

and standards aimed at minimizing risk (Muronga et al., 2019).  
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However, despite these initiatives, the sector still faces challenges related to the 

continuous development of technology and the changing nature of cyber threats. 

Cyber security in maritime transport is not only a technological issue but also a 

strategic one. For many companies, investing in cybersecurity is an investment in 

their future, as well as a major challenge in the effective use of digital technology 

(Canepa et al., 2021; Bartczak, 2021). 

 

The article aims to examine the current state of cyber security in maritime transport, 

with an emphasis on the main threats and cyber attacks and their implications. Based 

on an analysis of scientific literature, data from actual incidents and industry reports, 

the article presents the complexity and essence of cyber security in the maritime 

industry. 

 

2. Evolution of Cyber Threats in Maritime Transport and Technological 

Development 

 

The evolution of cyber threats in the maritime sector shows a correlation with the 

dynamic technological progress and complexity of information systems. Initially, 

these threats were marginal and incidental, with attacks focusing mainly on simple 

malware and phishing techniques. However, the increased complexity of 

management systems and digitization has made this sector more vulnerable to more 

advanced cyber attacks.  

 

A significant turning point in the evolution was the attack on management systems 

in the Belgian port of Antwerp in 2013, where cyber criminals exploited security 

loopholes to facilitate drug smuggling, demonstrating the ability to manipulate 

physical port operations using cyber tools and how the Internet is used, where drug 

trafficking groups recruit hackers to carry out "custom" cyber attacks (BBC, 2013; 

Tam et al., 2016).  

 

This incident showed that cyber attacks are becoming more advanced and recent 

years have seen a significant increase in both the scale and complexity of cyber 

attacks on the maritime sector, which cyber criminals use to carry out attacks. Cyber 

attacks carried out in recent years indicate the need to develop advanced cyber 

security systems and continuous monitoring and adaptation to the dynamically 

changing threat environment, including necessary legal regulations at the 

international level.  

 

Total elimination or minimization of cyber risk and vulnerability can be achieved by 

increasing cybersecurity in the organization (Cheung et al., 2021). Moreover, 

enhancing cyber security requires actions taken across the entire sector, taking into 

account both technical aspects and the human factor, and cybersecurity awareness in 

the era of growing importance of the Internet and technology is crucial 

(Golebiowska et al., 2021). 
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Contemporary maritime transport, being a key element of global trade exchange due 

to its growing economic importance, faces challenges related to ensuring cyber 

security in the face of increasing dependence on digital technologies. Technological 

development brings new tools, technologies and methods that significantly improve 

safety in this industry.  

 

Technologies such as Blockchain and Digital twin offer new opportunities not only 

in terms of optimizing operations but primarily in terms of risk management and 

increasing security. These solutions are essential in providing comprehensive 

protection against the growing cyber threats in the maritime transport industry. 

Implementing technologies requires continuous updating and adaptation to the 

rapidly changing cybersecurity landscape. 

 

One of the key technologies being implemented in the maritime industry is 

Blockchain technology, considered groundbreaking since the introduction of the 

Internet (PWCHK.com, 2016). Researcher Nir Kshetri in his studies analyzes the 

impact of Blockchain technology on supply chain management, including maritime 

transport.  

 

The author emphasizes that Blockchain can significantly affect key management 

goals such as cost reduction, quality improvement, speed, reliability, sustainable 

development and especially in the context of cybersecurity, allows for risk reduction 

(Rasheed et al., 2022). Digital twin also plays an important role among technologies. 

San and Kvamsdal (2022) in their study discuss the concept of "Digital twin" as a 

virtual copy of a physical asset, supported by data from sensors.  

 

The authors point to the potential of Digital twins in forecasting, optimizing, 

monitoring and controlling maritime operations, which is important in the context of 

cyber security. The digital twin or more precisely its application, aims to enable 

"what-if" predictions resulting in precise risk assessment. The Digital twin can be 

subjected to system disruptions to conduct potential and unexpected scenarios and 

examine the system's response to disruptions and in case of detected threats, 

implement appropriate management strategies (Kshetri, 2018). 

 

3. Types of Cyber Attacks in Maritime Industry 

 

The internet is a tool whose use increases the risk of cyber attacks. Installing 

software, exchanging data, logging into systems, online banking operations, using 

data carriers – these are just a few examples of activities during which a cyber attack 

is possible.  

 

The maritime industry is also not immune to incidents related to cyber security, 

which are increasingly occurring. Practitioners and scientists clearly state that the 

number of cyber attacks and cyber vulnerabilities in maritime supply chains will 

increase year by year (Afenyo et al., 2023). 
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Phishing Attacks: 

Phishing attacks in the maritime industry often use fake emails containing suspicious 

links, messages, and documents that appear to come from trusted sources. These 

attacks aim to extract confidential information, including login data – usernames and 

passwords, cargo information, transport routes, and employee data. Authors Alcaide 

and Llave (2020) discuss cybersecurity in the maritime sector, emphasizing the 

growing vulnerability to cyber attacks, including phishing. These attacks can also 

lead to financial fraud and even take control of ship systems or port management 

systems (Alcaide and Llave, 2020). 

 

Watering Hole Attacks: 

In a "watering hole" attack, hackers target a website frequently visited by a specific 

group of people. Hackers identify security gaps and cybersecurity vulnerabilities, 

then manipulate the site to deliver malware that exploits these weaknesses. Once 

breached, the attacker can introduce malicious code into the site, which is activated 

when a user visits the site. Attackers increasingly use "watering hole" tactics for 

espionage attacks in various industries, including shipping and logistics enterprises 

(The Record, 2023; National Cyber Security Centre, 2023). 

 

Physical Infiltrations: 

Physical infiltrations in the maritime industry may include unauthorized access to 

ships, ports, or other maritime facilities for the purpose of conducting cyber attacks. 

Such actions can lead to data theft, manipulation of navigational systems, or 

disruptions in the operation of critical infrastructure. Mirovic et al. in their research 

discuss the use of large data sets in the maritime industry, which can be a cause of 

significant cyber risk (Mirovic et al., 2018).  

 

Furthermore, the authors point out that any physical connection to networks or 

systems can be susceptible to hostile attacks, and reports sent from ship to shore and 

vice versa can be intercepted and manipulated. Physical infiltrations can also lead to 

the installation of malicious software or listening devices, increasing the risk of 

cyber attacks. 

 

Cyberpiracy: 

Maritime piracy, while often associated with physical attacks on ships, can also 

include cyber aspects, such as attacks on ships' communication systems or ports. 

Cyber pirates can exploit security vulnerabilities to steal data, disrupt operations or 

even take control of ships. Authors Vaněk et al. (2013) present a model of maritime 

traffic in piracy-affected waters, which is relevant to the analysis of cyber threats.  

 

The simulation created by the authors includes a global trade traffic model using a 

voyage planning tool. Cyberpiracy as a major threat to maritime security and 

economy, costing the global economy an estimated $7 billion, can also include 

attacks on cargo management systems, which can lead to theft of goods (Vaněk et 

al., 2013). 
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Ransomware: 

Ransomware attacks in the maritime industry can lead to disruptions in the 

operations or operating systems of ports or marine terminals. The aim of this type of 

attack is to damage an IT system or server by 'hacking' into computers connected to 

the network. Wang et al. and co-authors (2019) in their paper discuss the impact of 

Blockchain technology on supply chains, which may be linked to the risk of 

ransomware attacks.  

 

As the authors point out Blockchain offers an alternative way to manage data, and 

the technology provides a high degree of security (Wang et al., 2019). Ransomware 

attacks can lead to operational paralysis, which can have serious consequences for 

global trade and logistics. The most common destabilising attack on the supply chain 

is container diversion, which requires knowledge of the supply chain and the 

detection of a security vulnerability to modify strategic information. 

 

IBS (Integrated bridge system (IBS) Tampering: 

Among the cyber attacks, it is worth highlighting those related to communications 

and navigation in the broadest sense, which include bridge systems, Automatic 

Identification System (AIS), Voyage Data Recorder (VDR), Automatic Radar 

Plotting (ARPA), GPS/GNSS systems and electronic ECIDS.  

 

AIS Spoofing: 

Automatic identification system (AIS) is a system used to enhance maritime safety 

by providing real-time information, and the installation of AIS systems on ships 

requires software to provide the data, which raises security issues. One threat is the 

falsification of the CPA (Closest Point of Approach) by simulating a possible 

collision with a vessel, which consequently triggers an alarm and takes the vessel off 

course, e.g. running aground. Other cyber attacks using AIS include falsifying 

weather forecasts, impersonating ships. (Trend Micro, 2014; Pawelski, 2023). 

 

VDR Tampering: 

Tampering with voyage data recorder (VDR) records can lead to falsification of 

voyage information, which can be used to conceal illegal activities or manipulate 

evidence in maritime accidents. Awan et al. (2019) in their paper discuss the 

vulnerability of digital components of integrated bridge systems (IBS), including the 

VDR, to cyber-attacks (Awan and Al Ghamdi, 2019). Manipulation of the VDR can 

also lead to inaccurate ship status reporting, which can affect marine accident 

investigations.  

 

GPS/GNSS Jamming:  

GPS signal jamming can lead to errors in navigation and vessel location. Such 

attacks can cause serious threats to the safety of navigation, especially for vessels 

relying on precision navigation. Awan and Al. Ghamdi (2019) also discuss GPS 

threats in the context of maritime cyber security. Cyber attacks on the GNSS system 

are also becoming common, making the system vulnerable to breaches. False 
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position information significantly increases the likelihood of dangerous collisions 

(Ben Farah et al., 2022) 

 

ECDIS Malware: 

Malware attacking ECDIS (Electronic Chart Display and Information System) 

systems can lead to erroneous navigational information, compromising the safety of 

navigation. These attacks can result in the incorrect display of charts, courses or 

other critical navigational data, leading to collisions or other maritime accidents 

involving vessels. Between 2016 and 2021, 13 major cyber incidents affecting the 

maritime industry were reported, including ECDIS malware, GPS forgery, 

ransomware and a direct attack on a port (Akpan et al., 2022). 

 

Among the types of cyber attacks, there are also those related to attacks on Wi-Fi 

networks, management systems e.g., Port Community System, intra-company 

messaging between employees, applications, watering hole attacks or supply chain 

attacks called Supply Chain Compromise Attack, when hackers sometimes demand 

a ransom to restore systems.  

 

The activities of cyber criminals can be divided into untargeted attacks - which seek 

cyber vulnerabilities and gaps - and targeted attacks - which target a specific 

company/ship/institution/operating system. An example of a targeted attack is the 

activities of the APT40 hacking group, which has been linked to a series of attacks 

on the maritime industry, including ships and ports. The aim of these attacks is often 

the theft of sensitive information or industrial espionage.  

 

A 2019 report by FireEye (now Mandiant) described the activities of the APT40 

group, pointing to a five-year series of attacks aimed at stealing secrets and 

intellectual property to bolster China's navy APT40 attacks are characterised by 

advanced cyber techniques such as exploiting vulnerabilities, phishing and other 

infiltration methods, indicating the high level of skills and resources of this group 

(Rahman and Loukaka, 2021; Mandiant, 2023).  

 

This diversity in cyber-attack strategies highlights the need for a comprehensive 

approach to cyber-security in the maritime industry that takes into account protection 

against both broad, automated attacks and the more complex, targeted activities of 

hacking groups such as APT40. 

 

4. Conclusions  

 

According to the International Maritime Organisation (IMO), "maritime cyber risk 

refers to a measure of the extent to which a technological asset may be threatened by 

a potential circumstance or event that could result in operational or navigational 

safety failures as a result of damage, loss or compromise of information security or 

systems" (IMO, 2022).  And while the IMO clearly defines what a maritime cyber 

risk is, technological developments, which have brought significant efficiency and 
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management benefits, have at the same time created the opportunity and space for 

new cyber risks and incidents. In this context, the maritime sector, a key component 

of the global supply chain, appears to be particularly vulnerable to cyber attacks.  

 

According to consultancy Naval Dome, the number of cyber incidents is reaching 

record numbers. Since February 2020, there has been a 400% increase in attempted 

attacks, an increase that is linked to a growing number of malware, ransomware and 

phishing attacks attempting to exploit the COVID-19 pandemic.  

 

According to consultancy Naval Dome, travel restrictions and the economic 

recession have affected the defence capabilities of businesses. In addition, many IT 

systems have become more vulnerable to attacks, especially older ones where 

security vulnerabilities are easy to find. In the first quarter of 2020, attacks on home 

office workers increased tenfold, and security software company McAfee reported 

that cloud-based cyber attacks increased by 630 per cent between January and April 

(The Maritime Executive, 2020).  

 

In conclusion, the article highlights that cyber security in maritime transport is a 

critical aspect that requires constant attention and adaptation to rapidly changing 

threats. Technological developments, while bringing undoubted benefits to the 

efficiency of maritime operations, at the same time open new gateways for cyber 

attacks that can have serious consequences not only economically but also in terms 

of security.  

 

The rise in cyber incidents highlights the need for increased awareness and better 

defence strategies, and investment in cutting-edge cyber security technologies and 

infrastructure is equally necessary to address the rapidly changing threat landscape 

in the maritime industry. 
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